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Abstract
Background—There has been increasing use of various synthetic and biologically derived
materials in surgery. Biologic surgical materials are used in many plastic surgery procedures,
ranging from breast reconstruction to hernia repairs. In particular, acellular dermal matrix (ADM)
material has gained popularity in these applications. There is a paucity of data on how ADM
compares to other surgical materials as a substrate for bacterial adhesion, the first step in
formation biofilm, which occurs in prosthetic wound infections. We have designed a high
throughput assay to evaluate Staphylococcus aureus adherence on various synthetic and
biologically derived materials.

Methods—Clinical isolates of Staphylococcus aureus (strains SC-1 and UAMS-1) were cultured
with different materials and bacterial adherence was measured using a resazurin cell vitality
reporter microtiter assay. Four materials that are commonly utilized in reconstructive procedures
were evaluated: prolene mesh, vicryl mesh, and two different ADM preparations (AlloDerm®,
FlexHD®). We were able to develop a high throughput and reliable assay for quantifying bacterial
adhesion on synthetic and biologically derived materials.

Results—The resazurin vitality assay can be reliably used to quantify bacterial adherence to
acellular dermal matrix material, as well as synthetic material. S. aureus strains SC-1 and
UAMS-1 both adhered better to ADM materials (AlloDerm® vs. FlexHD®) than to the synthetic
material prolene. S. aureus also adhered better to vicryl than to prolene. Strain UAMS-1 adhered
better to vicryl and ADM materials than did strain SC-1.

Conclusion—Our results suggest that S. aureus adheres more readily to ADM material than to
synthetic material. We have developed an assay to rapidly test bacterial formation on surgical
materials, using two S. aureus bacterial strains. This provides a standard method to evaluate
existing and new materials with regard to bacterial adherence and potential propensity for
infection. This assay is particularly important in the clinical context of the severe sequelae of post-
operative infection.
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INTRODUCTION
Synthetic materials have revolutionized many areas of modern surgery. Over the past 15
years, biologically derived materials have gained increasing popularity and will continue to
change the practice of reconstructive plastic surgery. Biologically derived materials are used
in many plastic surgery procedures, ranging from breast reconstruction to abdominal wall
repair. One of the first materials to gain broad application was AlloDerm® (LifeCell Corp.,
Branchburg, NJ), which is a patented acellular dermal matrix (ADM) originally developed
in 1994 as a graft for burn patients.1,2 Acellular dermal matrix is derived from cadaveric
skin after exposure to high-ionic strength solutions used to disrupt bonds between the
epidermal and dermal junction. The dermis is subsequently decellularized by exposure to
sodium deoxycholate resulting in a complex matrix of extracellular matrix and basement
membrane containing human collagen.3,4

Since the development of AlloDerm®, numerous companies have developed similar ADM
products with various claims regarding susceptibility to infection. Although the general
processing of the various materials is broadly understood, there is no standardization in the
processing of ADM products currently available for use. It is well accepted that the efficacy
of ADM is dependent on its low antigenicity, capacity for rapid vascularization, and stability
as a dermal template.5,6 To this extent, the literature demonstrates that differences in the
preparation of ADM results in variable retention of dermal architectural components such as
vimentin, desmin and cell associated antigens (HLA-ABC, HLA-DR).3 There have been
numerous studies comparing different properties of biomaterials materials including holding
strength, tissue adhesion formation and histologic tissue responses, but few have
investigated how different materials withstand bacterial contamination and infection.

Bacterial colonization occurs in approximately one-third of all surgical materials, synthetic
or biologically derived, with or without clinical signs of infection. This may occur even
years after implantation.7 Colonization of prosthetic materials is highly dependent on
successful adherence of the bacteria. The capacity for bacteria to adhere has been directly
linked to the capacity to form a matrix of extracellular polymeric substance, and
consequently, leads to the development of biofilm (Fig. 1).8-10 Genetic studies in a number
of different bacteria indicate that matrix production is critical for bacterial adhesion to both
biotic and abiotic materials.11 The changes that contribute to these functional alterations of
attached microorganisms have not been elucidated, but it has been suggested that they are
almost entirely induced by the surrounding environment.8,9,12,13 In general, matrix-forming
microorganisms survive better on implant surfaces than non-matrix formers and therefore,
extracellular matrix formation can be considered a major pathogenic property of
bacteria.14,15 Bacteria in an aggregate biofilm colony may additionally have antibiotic
resistance up to 1000 times that of non-matrix producing bacteria. This is attributed to a
number of mechanisms, including altered metabolism, activation of toxin-antitoxin systems,
and decreased diffusion of small molecules through the extracellular matix.13,16

Numerous clinical studies have been published demonstrating that the incidence of infection
with synthetic mesh depends heavily on mesh type and surgical technique applied.17-20

Although ADM material is increasingly utilized in plastic surgery, there is a paucity of
information on the relative susceptibility of these biologically derived materials versus that
of commonly used synthetic materials to bacterial infection.21,22 New data continues to
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emerge that suggests a statistically significant higher rate of seroma and infection in ADM-
based breast reconstruction versus techniques without ADM.23,24 However, some
contradictory data suggests that ADM material may be used safely in breast reconstruction
as well as in contaminated or infected high-risk wounds.25-31

Here, we present what we believe to be the first study to quantify and characterize bacterial
adhesion on different synthetic and biologically derived acellular dermal matrix materials.
This bacterial adhesion assay is rapid, reproducible and lends itself to broad application for
assessment of existing and emerging biomaterials.

METHODS
Bacterial strains, culture media, and growth conditions

Staphylococcus aureus strains SC-1 and UAMS-1 were used. Both are originally clinical
isolates and are characterized for bacterial adhesion.32,33,34,35,36 The UAMS-1 isolate was
chosen specifically for its wild-type SigB stress response, unlike many domesticated lab
strains of S. aureus that are derived from NCTC 8325.37 In a quantitative analysis, the SigB
stress response has been shown to modulate cell wall metabolism and the expression of
important adhesion molecules.38 This is likely to enhance the virulence of S. aureus strains
in its host niche. Both strains were recovered from frozen stocks by growth on 3% Bacto™
tryptic soy broth (TSB; Becton, Dickinson and Co.) 1.5% Bacto agar medium at 30°C for 48
h. A single colony of each S. aureus strain was then cultivated in 2 ml of TSB at 30°C for 24
hours in rolling culture.39 This rolling culture method provides a distinct advantage over
culture plates in allowing potentially adherent bacteria to remain in suspension throughout
the growth phase. Following bacterial growth, 500μl each was used to determine the optical
density at 600 nm (OD600) of the rolling culture. For each strain, an aliquot of the rolling
culture was then diluted into TSB containing 0.5% glucose (TSBG) to an OD600 of
approximately 0.025 to initiate the bacterial adhesion assay (Fig. 2).40 An additional sample
of TSBG without bacteria was processed in the same manner as a negative control.

Surgical biomaterial and synthetic material preparation
For our study, the commercially available synthetic meshes prolene (polypropylene; Ethicon
Inc, Somerville, NJ) and vicryl (polygalactin-910; Ethicon Inc, Somerville, NJ) were
purchased. The commonly used human derived acellular dermal matrix (ADM) materials
AlloDerm® (LifeCell Corp., Branchburg, NJ), and FlexHD® (MTF/Ethicon Inc.,
Somerville, NJ) were similarly obtained. Both ADM sheets are composed of cadaveric
human dermis that has been processed and sterilized under proprietary methods. Utilizing
sterile technique, multiple sterile 10-mm circular samples were punched out of each mesh or
ADM sheet using a sterilized metal hole puncher. Samples were placed in a 48-well-plate
(Clear 48 Multiwell Plate, BD Falcon™, Becton Dickinson and Co., Franklin Lakes, NJ)
and sequentially pre-washed with sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. Fetal calf
serum (FCS) was then added to each respective material and allowed to incubate for 24
hours at 4°C. After the FCS was discarded, 500μl of each bacterial culture (preparation
described above) was added to each well containing a mesh sample. On each plate for each
material four additional samples without bacteria were prepared in identical manner and
used as controls. Bacteria were then grown in a standing culture at 30°C for 24 hours. To
assay for bacterial adherence to the mesh, the liquid culture was removed from each well
and mesh materials were washed with 500 μl of PBS followed by 250 μl of PBS to remove
all non-adherent bacteria.
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Resazurin cell vitality assay
The resazurin dye-based cell vitality assay was used to determine the total quantity of
bacteria adherent to each mesh specimen.41,42 All specimens were transferred to new 48-
well-plates (Black with Clear Bottom 48 Multiwell Plate. BD Falcon™ Becton Dickinson
and Co., Franklin Lakes, NJ) and washed three times with 150 μl of PBS to further remove
non-adherent bacteria. After adequate removal of all supernatant, 200 μl of resazurin dye
(50 ng/μl) was placed in each well and incubated at room temperature for 30 mins (Fig. 2).
Using a SpectraMax M2 plate reader equipped with SoftMax Pro software (Molecular
Devices), samples were excited at 550 nm and fluorescence intensities were measured at an
emission of 590 nm (Fig. 3). The fluorescence values of respective mesh samples prepared
without bacterial colonization served as controls. Each material mixed with bacteria was
treated as an independent assay and sets of assays were done on three separate days to
account for any variation introduced by the rolling culture. The fluorescence values from the
four controls wells for each specific material were averaged and this average value was used
as the denominator to calculate the fold-increase in resazurin fluorescence signal for each
assay well with that specific material using Microsoft Excel 2008 for Mac. Increased
relative fluorescence intensities above the control levels were indicative of higher S. aureus
adhesion.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SigmaPlot 11. The means of fold-increase in
resazurin fluorescence when bacteria were present relative to the non-bacterial control wells
for each strain on all materials were compared using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks
followed by Tukey's multiple comparison test set at 0.05. The fold-increase in fluorescence
apparent for UAMS-1 versus SC-1 on each material was compared separately in a pair-wise
manner using a t-test and differences were considered to be statistically significant if p <
0.05.

RESULTS
Use of crystal violet to stain microbial aggregates has become a standard method for
quantification of the relative amount of bacteria on abiotic surfaces.13,42 Unfortunately,
crystal violet effectively stains acellular dermal matrix materials (data not shown).
Therefore, it was imperative to develop an alternative method for quantification of bacterial
attachment to ADMs. For all four materials tested, we observed a measurable increase in the
resazurin fluorescence signal when bacteria were added to the materials in medium
compared to control assays lacking bacteria (Fig. 3).

For both strains of S. aureus tested, we observed that the fold-increase in the resazurin
fluorescence signal above the non-bacteria control wells was greater with the ADM
products, FlexHD® and AlloDerm®, than with the non-biologic synthetic compounds vicryl
and prolene (Fig. 4). For each strain, when attachment to all the materials were compared
the increase in S. aureus adhesion to the ADM products over prolene© was statistically
significant (ANOVA on ranks with Tukey's multiple comparison test, P<0.05). This
indicates that S. aureus adhered better to the ADM materials. The trend of increased S.
aureus adhesion to the ADM materials relative to vicryl did not reach statistical significance.

Based on the respective physical properties of the two synthetic materials, we hypothesized
that bacteria would adhere more readily on, vicryl, a braided material, than prolene, a
monofilament. 43,44,45 Of the materials tested, prolene indeed had the lowest capacity for
bacterial adhesion with only a 1.14 ± 0.4 (standard deviation; SC-1) and 1.38 ± 0.35
(UAMS-1) fold increase in the fluorescence signal relative to the control (Fig. 4). In
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contrast, vicryl appeared to have an increased capacity to support S. aureus adhesion with
3.72 ± 2.46 (SC-1) and 6.66 ± 6.26 (UAMS-1) fold higher fluorescence values relative to
the control. This difference was statistically significant (p<0.05) and suggests that among
synthetic materials, differences in microscopic characteristics might influence the capacity
to support a coat of serum components and subsequent bacterial adhesion.

For three of the materials, vicryl and both ADMs, the addition of the S. aureus strain
UAMS-1 (gray bars in Figure 4) resulted in higher fluorescence readings than did the SC-1
strain (white bars in Figure 4). When the averaged fold-increase in the fluorescence readings
for the two strains were compared only to each other on each specific material, this
difference was statistically significant for the ADM materials (t-test, p < 0.05), but not for
vicryl. This implies that some strains of S. aureus might bind better to acellular dermal
matrix and have a greater propensity for bacterial adhesion and hence infection than others.
It is possible that this difference reflects genetic variability in adhesins. This also suggests
that the resazurin assay can be reliably used to identify more virulent strains of bacteria with
regards to bacterial adhesion on different surgical materials.

DISCUSSION
Since the development of AlloDerm® a number of new ADM materials manufactured under
variable proprietary methods have emerged. Although numerous concerns and controversies
surround the risk of infection in implant-based reconstruction with ADM products, the use
of ADM in reconstruction appears to be increasing.23,26-29 Given this trend, there is a
critical need to develop a standard for testing ADM products currently available on the
market for inherent capacity to support bacterial adhesion, which is a critical step in
establishing prosthetic material-associated infection. Here we describe what we believe to be
the first reliable high throughput assay for quantifying bacterial colonization of ADM via
bacterial adherence. The reliability of this assay is dependent on the concentration of biofilm
formed. This may decrease the sensitivity of the assay in bacteria with poor ability to form
biofilm however this method of quantifying bacterial adhesion has been shown to be a good
screening assay.46 Bacterial adherence on different substrates has been correlated to
bacterial virulence and increased resistance to antimicrobial agents.8,9,12-15 Based on our
data we have demonstrated the increased capacity of two commercially available ADM
products (AlloDerm® and FlexHD®) to support bacterial attachment relative to prolene.
Our data further shows a similar trend observed relative to vicryl. Beyond the individual
results of our study, the methods used serves as a reliable standard to test and compare the
bacterial adhesion capacity of bio-synthetic and synthetic materials used for surgical
reconstruction. It is our hope that this will provide a common language to measure and
discuss the risks associated with the various products that are rapidly becoming
commercially available.

The association between ADM products and infections remains a highly controversial topic.
The arguments for and against the use of biosynthetic materials versus older synthetic
products is well supported on both sides by numerous randomized controlled studies.23-31

Although many respected authors have reported clinical findings based on their experience
and case volumes there is still no consensus on the topic. Furthermore, there is a paucity of
data that is based on basic scientific evidence and independent of retrospective clinical
observations. In this paper we demonstrate a clear difference between bacterial adherence to
ADM compounds versus a non-biologic synthetic compound. Although various authors
report contradictory rates of infection this is the first study to demonstrate an association
between ADM products and a known virulence factor such as surface adhesion. Given the
concern for infection in ADM based reconstruction, this paper demonstrates a potential
mechanism by which these materials might be predisposed to post-operative infections.
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SUMMARY
The controversy over infection rates with biomaterials has many implications in surgery.
Numerous questions regarding the safety of ADM produced in implant-based reconstruction
persist. The current body of literature on infection rates in ADM mediated reconstruction is
based heavily on contradictory retrospective clinical observations and case reports. There is
a paucity of basic scientific evidence that is independent of observation and practice bias. In
this study, we demonstrate the utility of the easily reproducible and reliable resazurin vitality
assay to accurately quantify bacterial adherence in an in vitro assay. Based on this, we are
preparing animal protocols to assess these findings with in vivo model systems. The findings
presented here underscore potential concerns with using biomaterials in implant-based
reconstruction without having established a standardized approach for processing and testing
ADM materials.
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Figure 1.
Biofilm life cycle: 1. Bacteria individual cells populate material. 2. Extracellular polymeric
substance is produced and serves as a scaffolding or glue to hold biofilm together. 3.
Attachment becomes irreversible. 4. Biofilm architecture develops and matures. 5. Bacteria
can convert from sessile biofilm to planktonic form to seed new infections.
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Figure 2.
Graphic representation of resazurin cell vitality assay protocol. The different biologically
derived ADM (Alloderm®, FlexHD® in this study) and synthetic (prolene, vicryl) materials
are placed in quadruplicates for each bacteria strain (SC1, UAMS1) and control (TSBG)
cultures. The steps of the culture, washes, resazurin assay are diagrammed.
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Figure 3.
Sample resazurin assay plate. The different biologically derived (Alloderm®, FlexHD®)
and synthetic (prolene, vicryl) materials are placed in quadruplicates for each bacteria strain
(SC1, UAMS1) and control (TSBG) cultures.
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Figure 4.
Relative fold difference in capacity for bacterial adherence as measure using a resazurin
vitality assay. S. aureus strains SC-1 (white bars) and UAMS-1 (gray bars). Letters indicate
significant differences in the means (a is different from b). Error bars represent standard
errors of the mean.
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